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MESSAGE FROM THE
TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
We’re now into the back end of the calendar
and 2016 has been the most successful series
since Hobie comps started 7 years ago. Record
attendances continue event after event, and the
prize money generated from these excellent
numbers, along with the comradarie, the new
divisions and some exciting locations are among a
number of factors that are encouraging anglers to
travel and experience, what is the premier kayak
series in the country.
A huge event coming up will be at Wallis Lake in the
southern reaches of Forster in New South Wales,
where the final tournament of the Hobie Fishing
World Championship qualifying events will take
place. It will be many angler’s last chance to get
their three necessary qualifing rounds completed,
and for those who have already done so, it will be
their last chance to upgrade their points tally.
I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you
to the anglers who make these events worthwhile.
It is the early morning laughs, friendliness and
anticipation of the competitors, their families and
friends that make it easy for our tournament team
to get up at 4:30am to put these events on.
As always thanks to our dealer network and our
great sponsors, Daiwa, Berkley, Atomic, Lowrance,
Rhino-Rack, Power-Pole, Ecogear, StrikePro,
Yamatoyo, TT Lures, Mortgage Corp, Hog’s Breath
Café and ABT.

Steve Fields
Tournament Director
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TACKLE BOX
DAIWA SILVER WOLF - #DAIWAXBREAM
Inspired! Technically refined! Supremely bold! Silver Wolf puts
you in control with technique specific equipment, and technology
to feel. Designed for the Australian Enthusiast Bream Angler,
with strong Japanese cues and grounded in Japanese Chinu
Shoregame culture.
Silver Wolf offers a strong endorsement of Japanese and Australian
collaboration. Silver Wolf is a collaboration of technique, a
collaboration of style and a collaboration of attitude.
Silver Wolf is #daiwaXbream
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TACKLE BOX
GOFREE
ANNOUNCES
AVAILABILITY
OF HOOKED™
FISHING APP

The GoFree HOOKED app is a mobile tracking
solution for anglers, with the capability to
record and share every fishing trip – whether
from a boat or the shore. GoFree HOOKED
automatically saves the time, location and
navigation track of each outing. The app features
a fast and simple “Catch” functionality to quickly
log fish-catch details like photos, size, weight,
species and other information. After anglers
log a catch, they can quickly inform friends or
family by sharing these details via text or social
media.
The app also merges GPS navigational data with
catch details for a complete picture of every
catch, providing a clear picture of catch patterns
from the fishing trip. All data is stored on secure
GoFree cloud servers for easy access anywhere.
This allows users the option to overlay personal
catch details as waypoints on their own private
layer of the Insight Genesis Social Map, where
personal catch details are kept confidential
from other GoFree users.
An industry first, the GoFree HOOKED app also
delivers a powerful “Compete” feature, so anglers
can create their own personal tournaments

among friends. Competition guidelines are easy
to set up, and are customizable by key tactics,
like weight or length and quantity. A record of
the competition is saved based on the date,
location, tournament name and participants –
allowing anglers to prove their skills within a
defined group or “community.”
“From the easy to use interface, to the fun
competition feature, the GoFree HOOKED app
gives anglers the ability to challenge their
friends or even challenge others around the
world,” said Leif Ottosson, CEO, Navico. “You
can decide whether to share your success or
keep it private. However you use the app, it is a
useful tool to help keep a record of your catches,
and analyze the results to improve your fishing.”
The GoFree HOOKED app is available now at no
charge for iOS mobile devices from the Apple
App Store and for Android devices at Google
Play.
For more information on GoFree please
contact 1300 NAVICO (Aus) and 0800 4 NAVICO
(NZ) or visit www.gofreemarine.com or
www.gofreeshop.com.
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TACKLE BOX
MIMIX JELLY PRAWN 40SP
Mimix is proud to release their first crankbait/jerkbait, like all
Mimix topwater baits this Mimix Jell Prawn has all the detail of
the real thing. Its unique small profile, realistic colour patterns
and swimming action makes the Mimix Jelly Prawn stand out in
the crowd. Being 40mm long but weighing 3g it casts considerably
further and with a twitch-pause it imitates an injured prawn.
Diving to 1.5m and suspending on the pause bream and many
other will go crazy over the Jelly Prawn.

AVAILABLE IN 13 COLOURS
• Length: 40mm
• Weight 3g
• Depth: 1.5m
• Action: Suspend
• RRP: $18.95
• www.jml.net.au/spdtView.asp?nid=601

STRIKE PRO ENTICER CRABS
Designed and developed in Australia by the Strike Pro,
Pro Tournament Team. The Strike Pro Finesse Crab is
the most realistic soft plastic Crab ever developed with
a superb action that just looks so lifelike, with superior
attention to detail.

It can also be rigged on a HWS for a slower flutter on the
drop, rigged with a Cobra style Jighead to stand up in a
strike pose or even rigged on a 90 degree Jig Hook to fish
across the top of Oyster Racks, Snags and Structure so
it’s versatility is endless.

The Finesse Crabs are a Neutral Buoyant Soft Plastic
that drops and sinks like a real Crab. Its legs flutter and
move just like a natural Crab does. The Enticer Crabs are
also ‘SCENT INFUSED’ with a secret shellfish formula to
smell just like the real thing!

The Strike Pro Finesse Crabs feature a carapace size of
23mm x 20mm and come with 6 pieces in a packet with
moulded trays to eliminate any damage to the plastic.

These lures are very versatile and can be rigged with
many different methods including on a Standard Bullet
type Jighead and used with a lift and drop technique or
just slow rolled over the bottom to imitate a crawling
Crab.

The Finesse Crabs come in 6 natural colours including
Black Crab, Blue Swimmer, Brown Crab, Olive Crab (UV),
Red Claw and Sand Crab.
The Finesse Crabs are deadly on Bream, Estuary Perch,
Bass, Snapper, Drummer and all species that prey on
Crabs and are sure to be a hit with anglers targeting
these species.
www.jurofishing.com
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TACKLE BOX
ZMAN 2.5” SLIM SWIMZ – NEW COLOURS
This deadly little paddle tail, with its bite-sized baitfish
profile and under hooked tail for loads of action even at
slow speeds, is now available in six new colours. Angler
requests have led to the addition of favourites Pumpkin,
Baby Bass, Electric Chicken, Bad Shad, Mood Ring and
newly released Calico Candy, which has proven deadly on
a wide range of species.
As well as producing results in both the bream and
bass tournament scene, anglers chasing everything
from trout, redfin and grunter to flathead, yellowbelly
and estuary pelagics will find a favourite amongst these
new colours. The 10X Tough ElaZtech construction
means this little plastic will stand up to toothy critters
and aggressive strikes, while the buoyant material also
creates a natural ‘tail up’ feeding pose when paused on
the bottom, attracting fish and triggering strikes.
There are now 20 colours in the ZMan 2.5” Slim SwimZ
range and they come in a pack of 8, with a SRP of $9.95.
www.z-man.com.au

3B FAT DOG (NEW COLOURS)
A classic fat slow roller or twitch bait, the Fat Dog gives
you two diving depths to choose from for two completely
different fishing options. The Deep Fat Dog is a gun rock
wall and tree snag specialist. With a crazy deep bib to
smash into the structure and wake the fish up letting you
know when you’re right in the mix, this fast diving HB will
serve you well when you have a deep short window strike
zone. The Shallow Fat Dog is a blast and a half to fish! You
can’t go wrong with this round ball of plastic and steel.
Pick one, tie it on, chuck it out and start winding….any
other questions? Seriously, it doesn’t matter what you
want to catch, you will be more than likely catch it on
the shallow Fat Dog. Fantastic lure for flats or over weed
beds, from trout to bream and everything in-between.
The 3B Fat Dog series comes with OWNER #14 ST36BC
trebles & #0 P04 Ring.

3B SHALLOW FAT DOG

3B DEEP FAT DOG

• Length : 38mm

• Length : 38mm

• Weight : 3.5gm

• Weight : 4gm

• Depth : 1m

• Depth : 2.5m

The Redeye Express, 12 Gauge, Toxic Sushi and Linch
Pin are the 4 new additional colours that comes in both
shallow and deep Fat Dog ranges.
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ROUND 9: NEW SOUTH WALES

PORT
MACQUARIE
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 2016

PORT MAC TURNS IT ON!
Round 9 of the Hobie® Kayak Bream Series
presented by Daiwa has been run and won!
This was the Berkley round of the series
which was held at Port Macquarie, New South
Wales. Port Mac is located about four hours
north of Sydney and is surrounded by beautiful
waterways – the Hastings River, canals,
creeks, bays and the Pacific Ocean. The city
also has a five-star collection of golden-sand
beaches stretching from Port Macquarie
Beach to Town Beach and north along the
16km swathe of North Beach.
The tournament director was very concerned
about what the waterway would look like after

a massive Australian East Coast low belted
the coast line over the past few weeks. As
it turned out, the day and waterway were
awesome with 48 of the 56 anglers all
catching fish and some anglers reported as
many as 30 legal bream today.
While the bag sizes of four Bream for this
round were light, we still saw bags with kilo
fish at the top of the leader board.
Anglers from Queensland, the ACT and NSW
all made the journey and for those who have
not fished the location before, all agreed that
venue was a great fishery.
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At the top of the leader board with a convincing
win was Steve Crawley from Queensland with
the 4 fish limit and a total bag weight of 3.15kg.
Steve also took out the Hogs Breath Café, “Boss
Hog” Big Bream which weighed in at 1.18kg.
Crawley took home over a thousand dollars in
cash and a Berkley sponsors prize for his first
place and Boss Hog Big Bream combo.
In second place was Jason Reid from New
South Wales with 4 fish for 2.97kg, taking home
$480.00 plus a Berkley sponsors prize pack and
Andrew Death from New South Wales taking
home $310.00 plus a Berkley sponsors prize
pack for his 4 fish bag of 2.85kg.

WINNING LOCATION
When asked about his success, Crawley said
he used Google Earth a great deal and decided
on a local place called Limeburner’s Creek.
Limeburner’s Creek is the home of the Hastings
oyster leases and is an ideal place for bream on
soft plastics or hard-bodied lures. With plenty
of structure, the bream will hold up around
the leases and readily take baits or lures that
are presented well. The man-made structures
of Limeburner’s Creek are complemented
with plenty of natural structure. If you spend
time navigating this waterway you will see

man-made structure and natural structure
coming together to form ideal fish habitat.
“I fished the first bend and rack systems and
stayed on fish all day”. Even though I only
caught I think twelve fish all day, as it turned
out, it was enough to take out the comp”,
Crawley said.

TACKLE SECRETS
“The only thing I changed was to up size the
leader from 4lb to 6lb Unitika to assist me with
rack fishing”. Steve Crawley also said “this
place is awesome and I can’t wait to come
back”.
The divisions titles went to Michelle Carmody
in the women’s with 2 for .77kg. Jack Gammie
and Wade Mobbs both from NSW picked up the
Youth category with 4 for 2.01kg and Wayne
Bale took out the First Time Competitor prize
with 4 fish for 2.45kg
The Mortgage Corp Monster Mover for this
round went to goes to Kendal Soo from
Queensland.
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ROUND 10: WESTERN AUSTRALIA

MANDURAH
HOBIE KAYAK BREAM SERIES 2016

THE MASTER OF MANDURAH
Round 10 of the Hobie® Kayak Bream
Series kicked off from the River Resort start
location in Mandurah in cold but near perfect
conditions. The options available were aplenty,
head upriver and fish the vast assortment
of snags and odd flat, or to make the trek
downstream to target pontoons, jetties and
canals. For the keen yakker there was always
the 6km plus pedal to access the Serpentine
River if the Murray was not to their liking.
With three stitches in a sliced thumb 2015 WA
Kayak Angler of the Year, Joseph Gardner ,
continued his outstanding form by weighing
in two full bags of three bream for the total
weight of 3.835kg. Joseph weighed in 2.280kg
on day one and carried an overnight lead of
400 grams into day two, he then added another
1.555kg to take the win and earn a spot in
the 2016 Hobie Bream Series Australian
Championship to be held in Queensland.

When asked how the weekend had gone, Joseph
replied “Day one was pretty good, as per normal
I like to try and get away from the crowds a little
so I was planning on heading downstream and
making my way to the Serpentine River. On the
way I was hitting as many of the boats sheds
and pontoons as I could and picked up some
good bites, which gave me pretty nice bag. So
I changed plans a little and decided to keep
working the jetties and pontoons as much as I
could”.
“Day two was thrown into a little bit of chaos,
with my sliced thumb and stitches from the day
one pack up, but apart from the inconvenience
and bit of pain, I was right to go. I was the only
one to head down river and headed straight
back to the pontoons and jetties that served me
so well on day one. I was throwing unweighted
Ecogear bream prawns deep and as tight to
cover as I could. I would let them sink a little
and if I didn’t get a bite in the first metre I would
crank it back and go again”.
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WINNING WAYS
“I like to fish unweighted as the bream prawn
carries enough weight to fish them however you
want. I like to cast very tight to structure, allow
a bit of slack line and wait for a take, if I see the
line move I try and set the hook. If I don’t get a
bite in the 1st metre then crank it back and go
again.

WINNING TACKLE
• Rod: Daiwa Air Edge
• Reel: Daiwa Luvias 2500
• Line: Yamatoyo PE 0.6 8X Jigging braid
• Leader: Yamatoyo Harris Fighter in 4lb.
• Lure: Ecogear Bream Prawns
Joseph also took out BIG BREAM with a nice
.900 gram fish that played the game nice and
clean. Taking the bream prawn on the drop,
charging straight out into the middle of the river
and pretty much straight into the net.

CHOY TAKES SECOND
In second place and also earning a berth in the
2016 Australian Championship was Jesse Choy
weighing in five bream for 3.145kg. When asked
how his weekend had gone, Jesse replied
“I fish a lot with Massimo so we decided to head
upstream and try and use different lures to each
other and share what’s working or what pattern
we can see forming. It was a good idea as we
both picked a couple up early before venturing
further up. When Massimo pinned his anchor
fish I pushed on and filled my bag with what was
a nice bunch of mid 30s”.
“On day two we just ventured straight back to
where we left off, fished the same ground except
we pushed further upriver than day one. I picked
up two keepers early,going 32 and 36. I was
pretty happy with the start but after that it was

a real grind and I found the bite very timid. I
dropped a few nice fish and just couldn’t get the
hooks to stick”.
“All of my fish came on the 2.25” Pontoon 21
Pillo Grub or the 4.5” Flash J Grub by Fish
Arrow in the Yuriage Chartreuse/Silver colour
and I was casting deep and tight and just doing
a slow retrieve with a few hops thrown in, and I
was using a 1/40th jig head”.
Jesse used Shimano Zodias and NS Blackhole
Avenger rods, both matched to Shimano
Sustain 1000 reels, each reel was loaded with

Famell PE 0.6, while at the business end was
Nitlon 4lb and 5lb leader”.

MASSIMO ON THE PODIUM
In third place was Massimo Salomone weighing
in six bream for 2.725kg. Asked how the
weekend had gone Massimo replied “Yeah it
was good fun, day one was a bit better than
today though and we caught some good fish
with a few upgrades. I did have the drama of
my anchor fish looking a bit unhealthy, so I
stopped and swam him for a while on the side
of the river and seriously considered releasing

him. All of my fish came on the same plastics
as Jesse except my anchor fish, he took a Duo
Spearhead Ryuki 65 on the first of about 4
casts and swallowed it down deep. In the end
he looked pretty healthy and swam away nicely
after a few hours in the livewell. ”.
“Day two was a fair bit harder like Jesse
mentioned, I picked up my three keepers and
that was it for the day, no upgrades or anything.
So to move up one spot yesterday and take third
was a pretty good result in the end”.
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HOBIE FISHING NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBE
NOW
For an in depth update on everything that’s happening within the
Hobie Kayak Fishing tournament scene and more, subscribe to the
newsletter and have it delivered, direct to your inbox, every month!
Don’t forget, you can also download past issues and catch up on
everything that’s happened so far.

GRAB YOUR PAST ISSUES NOW
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ROUND 11: NEW SOUTH WALES

LAKE
MACQUARIE
HOBIE® KAYAK BREAM SERIES 2016

NATHAN CLIFF HOOKS THE BIG PRIZE AT LAKE MACQUARIE
On the weekend of the 23rd and 24th of July
53 Anglers from New South Wales, the ACT,
Queensland and Victoria all descended on the
Yamatoyo Event Arena at Rafferty’s Resort in
Lake Macquarie to take part in Round 11 of the
2016 Hobie® Kayak Bream Series presented
by Daiwa.

from the Power-Pole starting line on Sunday
morning charged and ready to make up for
the missed day of competition.

After a solid day’s work, fishing on Lake
Macquarie, bags were removed from
the Berkley Bump Tub and taken to the
scales for weigh-in. With an impressive
After forecasts of winds over 50kph, the performance on a day when anglers needed
competition was reduced to a one day event in to muster every ounce of skill in their kit,
the interest of safety and the wellbeing of the Nathan Cliff from New South Wales snared
competing anglers. It was a difficult call but it the major prize of $1490 and a hefty sponsor
was the right decision as the predicted winds prize pack with his 4 bream bag weighing
howled across the lake from the WNW in early 2.72kg. Second place went to Tony Pettie
morning peaking at 52kph by midday.
with 4 Bream for 2.52kg and Michael Halliday
from Queensland took the final place on the
With the winds having mostly blown themselves
podium with 4 for 2.23kg.
out on Saturday, day two brought considerably
better conditions with early morning clear The tournament winner Nathan Cliff gave
blue skies, a frosty temperature ranging from a brief outline of how his day on Lake
8-12°C and a relatively light breeze blowing in Macquarie won him the top prize money in
at 16-20kph the 53 hopeful anglers pedaled off the tournament.
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“I just started out shallow cranking along a shore line of Crangan
Bay, south of Cams Wharf. I was focusing on the windblown
shores and found a patch of fish, so I just stayed there. I lost
my go to lure to a flathead, so I switched out to another lure
with purple in it, and then later to a black Pro Lure. This was my
second Hobie event, I fished one about a year ago at St Georges
Basin and didn’t do too well, so it was really good to do well
here”.

WINNING TACKLE
• Rod: 13 Fishing Omen Black 7’1” and a 6’10”
• Line: Yamatoyo 3lb Spinning Fluro
• Lure: Diztek FB 35

PETTIE REELS IN SECOND PLACE
Tony Pettie from Victoria netted a full bag of bream with
an accumulated weight of 2.52kg, which was short of the
tournament winner by 200g but gave him a lead of 290g over
third place finisher Michael Halliday from Queensland.

Pettie was asked how he felt after taking out second position
in the tournament.
“The last time I was up here and fished Lake Mac was in the
Australian Championship late last year. I only caught one fish
then, so to get a full bag and to take out second place is an
amazing improvement on that. It was worth the long drive up”.

LUKE KAY BAGS THE HOG’S BREATH CAFÉ BOSS
HOG BIG BREAM
New South Wales angler and tournament 6th place getter,
Luke Kay, bagged the tournament’s biggest fish which
weighed in at 1.03kg taking home the Hog’s Breath Café Boss
Hog Big Bream cheque.

TACKLE USED
• Rod: G Lumis GL2 2-6lb
• Reel: Shimano Sustain 1000
• Line: Berkley Exceed 4lb
• Leader: FC Rock 3lb
• Lure: Pro Lure Oil Grub rigged with a 1/12 jighead

MONSTER MOVER
Finally, The Mortgage Corp Monster Mover, picnic hamper and
backpack, went to Chesney Fung from Victoria. Normally given
to the angler who moves the most places up the leaderboard on
the second day of a two-day competition, as the tournament was
shortened due to wind, the prize was handed to Fung for moving
himself the furthest distance to fish the event.

NEXT UP
The re-scheduled Rhino-Rack round will be held on the Gold
Coast on Sunday the 7th of August followed by the “round of the
year” on Wallis Lake in NSW on August 27-28.
The Hogs Breath Café round 12 tournament is the final qualifying
event, in the selection of the Australian team for the Hobie
Fishing World Championship in Louisiana, USA this December.
If you hope to upgrade your current point score or lock in the
necessary third qualifying round, you’ve got to be there! It’s going
to be massive!
.
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The MirageDrive® has revolutionised kayak
angling by allowing you to fish as you pedal the
kayak with your feet. With Glide Technology,
resistance is further reduced, giving you
more power per stroke for a smoother, more
efficient ride than ever before. Now with
the new MirageDrive 180 forward-reverse
propulsion system you can move from forward
to reverse and back again with the simple
pull of a shift cable. Now more than ever, you
belong on a Hobie!

LOCATE YOUR DEALER
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HOBIE MIRAGE
i11S
AN AUSSIE KAYAK LOVERS PERSPECTIVE
By Rob Paxevanos

Take a very light, compact new sit on top
kayak design and throw a MirageDrive®
in it and what do you have...an amazingly
responsive and manoeuvrable human
propelled water craft.
Add the fact that it’s an inflatable that fits into
a roller bag and all of a sudden you can take
it with you anywhere. Then note that it’s also
useable as a Stand Up Paddle Board and you
can see why I’m excited by how versatile this
craft is.
Hobie’s new i11s is a fascinating new craft
with features and designs that are a boom
for anglers and water sport lovers, and I’m
lucky to be one of the first Aussies to put it
to the test.

Most of all though the MirageDrive makes the
craft SO FISHABLE! With just a little practice
anyone can hold still into wind or current while
having your hands free to cast. The drive also
means you can hold your rod while trolling
which, take it from this old fishing guide, is
essential in avoiding snags, feeling bites, and
hooking fish.

RIGIDITY AND DURABILITY

With every push of the pedals, you can feel
the craft surging, powerfully forward, and
you get to top speed ridiculously quick.
Hooking into turns is brilliant fun.

Importantly, I cast with my Hobie side-on so
when I do hook big fish I have immediate and
immense power to drag that sucker out of the
snags, something that’s impossible with a
conventional kayak paddle set up.

Sitting on 3 knots requires just a slow easy
pedal, so heading into a stiff breeze or
current is no chore at all (equivalent to the
effort of a casual walk in the park). You can
easily reach 6 knots if you’re fit.

Also, you can propel yourself over shallow water
by keeping your feet apart and making little
movements that make the MirageDrive flippers
skull in small strokes up close to the hull.

Durability? I’ve used earlier model Hobie
inflatables for some 7 years across many of
Australia’s environs. I take the usual care
and maintenance needed and couldn’t fault
the longevity of service these craft produced.
Besides where I use them most (estuary, river,
lakes, bays) I also sometimes duck out to nab
a snapper on the less fished reefs far from the
busy ramps. The i11s is easily capable of this
and more.

MIRAGEDRIVE MAGIC
I pumped her up and dropped in the
key feature – the MirageDrive. Hobies
revolutionary pedal/foot driven flipper
system is by far the most efficient, powerful
and fast ‘human driven’ propulsion system in
the world. Putting this drive on the lightest
Hobie on the market amplifies the result.

The craft has 3 chambers: middle, port and
starboard. Thanks to the state of the art Hobie
Drop Stitch Technology these can be inflated to
much higher pressure and the structural rigidity
produced is something you need to feel for
yourself to believe.
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ON BOARD STORAGE AND
ACCESSORIES
In fishing trips so far I have gone ‘minimalistic’
and simply used the many tie-down straps on
the i11s deck to take along an esky and/or dry
bag.
Of course you don’t have multiple rod holders,
storage and the like on board like the bigger
‘hard body’ MirageDrive Hobies do, but if you
want/need them this can be catered for thanks
to Hobie’s accessory range.

OTHER USES
I’ve found the i11s makes a great tender or
shallow water fishing launch for larger craft –
you get small motor like performance without
the need to store batteries and fuel etc. It’s also
very handy in RV’s...I use them a lot for this
purpose.
As I mentioned earlier it also doubles up as
a Stand Up Paddle Board...and an incredibly
stable and easy to use one at that. Just take out
the seat and the MirageDrive and start SUPing.

CONCLUSION
The i11s is without question the ultimate craft
for those needing a tough, capable and fast
fishing inflatable kayak which doubles up as a
SUP and can be packed up into a bag. With the
MirageDrive plugged in this is by far the zippiest
and most versatile inflatable I’ve tested to date.
More details at

WWW.HOBIECAT.COM.AU

